Sit Down If... Questions

Instructions

The following list is provided as a sample of twenty possible statements (in no particular order) you could announce to your group.

Add your own suggestions, and delete those which are not a good fit for your group.

Above all, have FUNN.

Sit down if you...

- Didn’t apply deodorant today
- Drive a Volkswagen
- Sing in the shower
- Have shaved today
- Are wearing at least one sock with a hole in it
- Are mad at someone
- Believe that two people on a date should share expenses
- Are ticklish
- Weigh less than 50 kg (110 lbs)
- Own more than two telephones (including mobiles)
- Have eaten a snail
- Have never lied to your mother
- Received a traffic infringement notice in the past year
- Have a false tooth
- Have an 'outie' belly-button
- Are in love
- Have walked more than 10 kilometres (6 miles) in a day
- Prefer to drink coffee
- Have visited Switzerland
- Have never ridden a horse
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